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Driving Sustainable Growth

- An integrated Group portfolio for competitive advantage
- Optimal capital structure for growth & shareholder returns
- Embedding a culture of transformation beyond FY17
- Building on leading domestic position through dual brands
- A flexible, cost-efficient approach to growth
- Aligning Qantas and Jetstar with demand growth from Asia
- Strengthening partnerships in key international markets
- Rising inbound tourism with lower AUD
- Leveraging digital & data opportunities for break-out growth
An integrated Group portfolio for competitive advantage

Qantas Domestic
• Leading market position, highest margin carrier in stable domestic market

Qantas International
• Reshaped network & cost base, leveraging utilisation and partnerships for growth

Jetstar Group
• Leading LCC\(^1\) position in domestic and international Australia
• Low level of capital invested in high-potential Asian ventures

Qantas Loyalty
• Consistent double-digit growth\(^2\) from non-cyclical, highly cash generative business

Qantas Freight
• Domestic capacity share ~85\(^3\) with unique international traffic rights

PORTFOLIO STRATEGY MAXIMISES GROUP OUTCOMES, GROWTH OF NON-CYCLICAL EARNINGS

1. Low cost carrier. 2. Underlying EBIT (earnings before interest and tax) results compared to prior periods from FY10 to FY15, normalised for changes in accounting estimates of the fair value of points and breakage expectations effective 1 January 2009. 3. In FY15, based on available freight tonne kilometres. 4. Underlying EBIT in FY15. 5. Jetstar International includes Domestic New Zealand Operations and Jetstar Asia.
Optimal capital structure for growth and shareholder returns

Maintaining an Optimal Capital Structure

- Minimal refinancing risk
- Diverse funding profile
- No financial covenants
- Short term liquidity >$2b¹
- Unencumbered asset base valued at >US$3b²
- Targeting investment grade credit metrics through the cycle including:
  - FFO / Net Debt³ > 45%
  - Gross Debt / EBITDA⁴ < 4x

Disciplined Capital Allocation

- Reinvestment
  - High hurdles applied to growth
  - Maintain competitive advantages
  - Grow invested capital over time
  - Portfolio approach to reinvestment
- Shareholder returns
  - 23c per share capital return paid Nov-15
  - Well placed to consider returning surplus capital

ALL CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLANS PREMISED ON MAINTAINING OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE

¹. Includes cash and revolving credit facilities. ². Based on AVITAS market values. ³. Calculated using S&P’s methodology. ⁴. Calculated using Moody’s methodology.
Embedding a culture of transformation beyond FY17

Qantas Transformation outcomes by FY17:

- Group ex-fuel expenditure reduced by 10%\(^1\)
- Qantas Domestic cost gap\(^2\) to competitor closed to within 5%
- Qantas International unit cost comparable to key competitors
- Jetstar lowest seat cost and yield advantage maintained
- Consistent and improved customer experience

Continual transformation agenda beyond FY17:

- Ongoing operational efficiencies through technology and continuous improvement
- Fleet enabled transformation e.g. A320neo (new engine option) and B787-9 replacing older B747s
- Embed transformation culture, capabilities, and processes (e.g. fuel conservation, supplier management)

ALL TRANSFORMATION MILESTONES TO DATE MET, HIGH DEGREE OF VISIBILITY FOR REMAINING PIPELINE

\(^1\) Target assumes steady FX rates, capacity and sector length. Compared to annualised 1H14 underlying result. \(^2\) Unit cost calculated as Underlying EBIT less passenger revenue per ASK. Qantas Domestic unit cost includes QantasLink. Comparison to competitor refers to Virgin Australia including mainline domestic and regional operations. Virgin Australia’s assumed domestic unit cost based on Qantas’ internal estimates and published competitor data.
Building on leading domestic position through dual brands

- Qantas Group generating >80% domestic market EBIT from ~63% capacity share\(^1\) (6 consecutive years through FY15)\(^2\)
- Positive long-term outlook in domestic market
  - Improving business and consumer confidence
  - Domestic tourism uplift from lower AUD
- Qantas Group shifting assets to higher-growth areas
  - Resources weakness expected to continue in FY16
  - Growing Qantas & Jetstar on stronger East Coast
- Customer insights informing enhanced matching of brands
  - Dual brand changes to 25 routes since May 2015, similar number of changes to be made by mid-2016

**Domestic Market Passenger Growth**

- CAGR\(^3\) +3.4% FY07 - FY14\(^4\)
- Resources slow down

**Domestic market passenger growth expected to return to >3% CAGR FY16-FY20\(^5\)**

**RASK\(^6\) HIGHER AT BOTH QANTAS DOMESTIC AND JETSTAR DOMESTIC FY16 YTD\(^7\) THROUGH OCTOBER**

---

1. FY15 figures from published company reports, BITRE and Qantas assumptions. Capacity data source: BITRE. Rest of market EBIT includes Virgin Domestic Underlying EBIT as reported for FY15 and Tigerair Australia 2H15 Underlying EBIT as reported (breakeven assumed in 1H15). 2. Historical data based on Qantas analysis and assumptions. 3. Compound Average Growth Rate. 4. Source: BITRE. 5. Based on internal analysis. 6. Revenue per available seat kilometre. 7. Year to date.
A flexible, cost-efficient approach to growth

- Increased Group fleet utilisation funding capacity additions
  - Ongoing unit cost\(^1\) reduction from working existing fleet harder
  - Fixed portion of cost base does not rise with increased utilisation
- Jetstar International growth from transition to all-B787 fleet
  - Wide-body fleet size maintained at 11, 10% higher seat count
  - Unit cost reduction from fuel and maintenance efficiency
- Proactive, ongoing review of network and frequencies to optimise revenue
- Qantas International partnering with the right airlines in key markets

QANTAS INTERNATIONAL RASK GROWTH YTD THROUGH OCTOBER LED BY STRONG ASIA PERFORMANCE

\(^1\) Cost per available seat kilometre.
Aligning international network with demand growth: Qantas

Optimising US network in joint venture partnership with American Airlines (AA)

- QF SYD-SFO\(^1\) (6 x per week) commencing December 2015
- QF SYD-DFW\(^2\) increased to daily A380 service from April 2016
- QF SYD-LAX\(^3\) reduced to daily from 10 x per week from April 2016
- AA entering SYD-LAX\(^3\) daily from December 2015, AKL-LAX\(^4\) from June 2016
- Net reduction of one Qantas service to mainland US\(^5\)

Meeting increased demand from Asia with more direct services in FY16

- Japan: 2 x daily services (SYD & BNE\(^6\)) recapturing share, growing market
- China: Second SYD-HKG\(^7\) service performing strongly, up-gauging daily A330 MEL – HKG\(^8\) to B747 up to 3 days per week from April 2016
- Singapore: Increased PER-SIN\(^9\) to daily with right aircraft (B737-800)
- Bali: Introduction of seasonal services from December 2015 to meet premium demand
- Evaluating options for increased deployment of 3 per week A330 service in region

QANTAS INTERNATIONAL ROIC\(^{10}\) >10% IN FY15, EXPECTED TO INCREASE ROIC AND EBIT\(^{11}\) IN FY16

Aligning international network with demand growth: Jetstar

Building Jetstar Group strength to and within Asia

- LCC leadership between Australia and Japan, Bali, key leisure destinations
  - Growing into capacity increase
  - ~80% long haul capacity out of Australia deployed to Asia
- B787-8 providing improved economics and greater flexibility
  - Charter flights between Gold Coast and China
- Growing intra-Asia network with Jetstar branded airlines
  - Deploying dual brand strategy in Japan and Vietnam with partners
  - Jetstar Asia (Singapore) adding code share and interline partners

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE\(^1\) FROM LONG-HAUL AUSTRALIAN OPERATIONS AND ASIAN VENTURES IN FY16 YTD

1. Underlying EBIT.
Strengthening partnerships in key international markets

3 CORNERSTONE ALLIANCES CEMENTING QANTAS’ LONG-TERM POSITION IN US, EUROPE & CHINA

- Qantas International & Qantas Domestic ROIC being strengthened by airline partners
- Code share uplifts on all partners up +68% on FY13\(^1\)
  - Code share uplifts on Emirates to exceed 1.5m in FY16
- Code share uplifts from all partner airlines on Qantas ~800k vs ~325k in FY13\(^2\)

1. FY15 total uplifts on all codeshare partner compared to FY13. 2. Includes Domestic and International Qantas Operations in FY15 compared to FY13. 3. Emirates.
Inbound tourism increasing, led by Asia, with lower AUD

• Foreign tourist arrivals forecast to increase 5.9% in FY16, 5.6% in FY17
• US visitor arrivals +8.2% average growth rate per annum FY13 to FY15
• China inbound arrivals +19.7% in September 2015
• China arrivals on track to reach 1m in 2015, with average Chinese tourist flying 2-3 domestic sectors

COMPETITOR CAPACITY GROWTH AT LONG TERM AVERAGE ~4-5% IN FY16 vs 44% GROWTH FY09 – FY14

Leveraging digital & data opportunities for break-out growth

**UNMATCHED ASSETS & CAPABILITIES**

- 50m passengers annually across Group
- 11m QFF\(^1\) members
- 28 years of historical data
- 120k member consumer research panel
- Data analytics capability with Taylor Fry
- 2.5m+ visits to qantas.com / week
- 3.7m+ visits to Jetstar websites / week
- QFF-linked credit cards ~35% of consumer card spend in Australia\(^2\)

**AIRLINE & LOYALTY GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES**

**Increasing airline segment revenue:**
- Network enhancement from customer segmentation
- Investment in direct distribution improvements
- Cross-selling through digital channels
- More personalised customer offering

**Break-out growth at Qantas Loyalty:**
- Portfolio of growth plays in pipeline
- Innovation to further diversify earnings
  - Tapping global trends, new technology
  - Digitally led, consumer-centric, rich analytics

---

Questions?
Disclaimer & ASIC Guidance

This Presentation has been prepared by Qantas Airways Limited (ABN 16 009 661 901) (Qantas).

Summary information
This Presentation contains summary information about Qantas and its subsidiaries (Qantas Group) and their activities current as at 30 June 2015, unless otherwise stated. The information in this Presentation does not purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with the Qantas Group’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.

Not financial product advice
This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice or a recommendation to acquire Qantas shares and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction. Qantas is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of Qantas shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of Qantas shares.

Not tax advice
Tax implications for individual shareholders will depend on the circumstances of the particular shareholder. All shareholders should therefore seek their own professional advice in relation to their tax position. Neither Qantas nor any of its officers, employees or advisers assumes any liability or responsibility for advising shareholders about the tax consequences of the return of capital and/or share consolidation.

Financial data
All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) and financial data is presented within the twelve months ended 30 June 2015 unless otherwise stated.

Future performance
Forward looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Forward looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance.

An investment in Qantas shares is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of the Qantas Group, including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal invested. Qantas does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of the Qantas Group nor does it guarantee the repayment of capital from Qantas or any particular tax treatment. Persons should have regard to the risks outlined in this Presentation.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this Presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Qantas, its directors, employees or agents, nor any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of the information contained in this Presentation. In particular, no representation or warranty, express or implied is given as to the accuracy, completeness or correctness, likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, prospects or returns contained in this Presentation nor is any obligation assumed to update such information. Such forecasts, prospects or returns are by their nature subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies. Before making an investment decision, you should consider, with or without the assistance of a financial adviser, whether an investment is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.

Past performance
Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

Not an offer
This Presentation is not, and should not be considered, an offer or an invitation to acquire Qantas shares or any other financial products.

ASIC GUIDANCE
In December 2011 ASIC issued Regulatory Guide 230. To comply with this Guide, Qantas is required to make a clear statement about whether information disclosed in documents other than the financial report has been audited or reviewed in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. In line with previous years, this Presentation is unaudited. Notwithstanding this, the Presentation contains disclosures which are extracted or derived from the Consolidated Financial Report for the year ended 30 June 2015 which is being audited by the Group’s Independent Auditor and was made available in August 2015.